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ABSTRACT
Florida legislation enacted in 1976 directed the Florida Solar

Energy Center (FSEC) to develop standards for solar energy systems
manufactured or sold in the state, establish criteria for testing the
performance of solar energy systems, and provide a means to display
compliance with approved performance tests for these systems. This
mandate has been effectively implemented for both solar domestic
water heating and solar pool heating systems. Whh growing interest
and markets for photovoltaic systems, plans are presently being
developed to expand the scope of the mandate to include photovoltaic
technology.

This paper discusses four complementary facets of a photovoltaic
(PV) system certification program. They include PV module
performance characterization and rating PV system design review and
approval; examination and authorization of photovokaic system
installers; and inspection and acceptance testing of PV system
installation. The suggested photovoltaic system process builds on
lessons learned from over 20 years of testing, certifying and labeling
of solar thermal collectors, and the certification of solar thermal
systems.

INTRODUCTION
Market expansion for the solar industry is closely tied to solar

products that meet customer expectations. The question of how best to
assure solar customers that the products they’re buying are satisfactory
and do in fact represent a high level of quality and workmanship has
yet to be fully resolved (Ref. 1). Some have argued that extended
warranties and long-term service maintenance contracts are the
preferred approach to meeting customer expectations. This approach
puts the burden of quality control and performance on the system
supplier. Past experience, however, indicates that this approach for
solar thermal products is undermined by high industry turnover.
Performance certification is yet another approach to overcome the
customer familiarization gap. Arguably, complete system design and
installation certification, endorsed by the solar industry as well as the
buyer community, would avoid issues associated with performance
ratings, installation procedures, safety concerns, and the Iike. Testing
of solar components and perhaps systems to consensus standards and
procedures is an integral part of this proposed certification process.
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& the market for all solar products continues to grow, customers as
well as industry and government representatives will be pressed for a
solution to this question.

A state-mandated solar collector certification program in Florid%
unique in the US, offers a glimpse into the conten~ operation, and
impact of a full-scale product certification activity. The program has
been in place for the past 23 years, certifying minimum standards for
every piece of solar domestic hot water and pool heating equipment
manufactured or sold in Florida. With estimated annuaI sales of 1000
to 2000 solar water heaters and an additional 9000 to 10,000 pool
heaters representing a $40,000,000 tmnual market, Florida’s
certification program is an active component of the solar marketplace.

The purpose of this paper is to examine certification paths for PV
in the context of the Florida experience with domestic hot water and
pool heating systems. Although PV is covered by the Florida state
mandate, the market to date hasn’t warranted a dedicated certification
process. Efforts within the Florida PV Buildings Program identifi
elements of a till-scale certification process for PV that closely
parallels the solar thermal certification already in place. These effons
are the focus of this paper.

BACKGROUND
Concerned with the oil supply crises of the early 1970s and

continued increases in energy consumption, the Florida Legislature
enacted the Solar Energy Standards Act of 1976 (Section 377.705 of
the Florida Statutes) to encourage the development of alternative
energy capability, specifically solar energy. This legislation directed
the Florida Solar Energy Center (FSEC) to develop standards for solar
energy systems manufactured or sold in the state, establish criteria for
testing the performance of solar energy systems, and provide a means
to display compliance with approved performance tests for these
systems. The FSEC reaction to this mandate was to establish
standards and testing procedures whereby solar collectors, specifically
for domestic hot water and pool heating, could be examined for
compliance to minimum standards, tested and rated for performance,
and labeled for approved certification by FSEC. In 1978, the Solar
Energy Standards Act was amended to require that all solar energy
systems be certified to FSEC standards after Jaauary 1, 1980.

*Sandia is a multiprogram laboratoryoperated by SandiaCorporation,aLockheed Martin Company, for the United States
Department of Energy under Contract DE-AC04-94AL85000.
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Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the transport time and length scales associated with turbu-
lent gas-phase processes in buoyant fires and to place these transport mechanisms in context of
requirements for numerical simulation. In particular, this paper will focus on momentum pro-
cesses and the time and length scale requirements for field modeling within the fire itself.

I

Extensive studies on the scaling of pool fires exist in the literature, for recent discussions, see [l-
4]. The primary purpose of these studies is to quantify overall characteristics such as flame height
and entrainment rate. These global characteristics are useful for engineering purposes, for inclu-
sion into computational zone models, and to describe the far-field characteristics in field models.
For the latter, it has been argued [5] that as long as the heat release of a fire is globally correct, i.e.,
the correct convective heat release occurs within the overall fire height (volume) then the flow
external to the fire will be driven correctly. About ten cells are required across the fire diameter
scaled on total heat release [5].

However, within the fire itself, global characteristics alone are not sufficient to define the exten-
sive physicaUchemical processes and their coupling. For example, Delichatsios [6] distinguishes
between the scaled overall heat release, Q, which is used to define the global fire scales, and a
reduced gravity, (Ap/p)g, associated with turbulent eddies. At smaller scales where combustion
interactions occur, time and length scale estimates for non-premixed combustion are found in the
combustion literature. Non-premixed combustion is typically defined by a time scale [7] alone, as
thickness is not an intrinsic property (cf. [8]). However, length scales can be estimated by using
the Damkohler number (i.e., the ratio of a physical process time scale and a chemical time scale).
If the chemical time scale and the corresponding Damkohler number are known, then by defini-
tion the time scale for the corresponding transport process is known. As will be shown in this
paper, for all transport processes, there is a length scale associated with every time scale for a
given process. Therefore, a length scale can be determined for the physical process that occurs
over the chemical process time scale. Typically, for diffusion flames not near extinction, i.e, large
Da, the length scale associated with diffusion flames in not dependent on chemistry directly, but is
a balance between diffusive and advective transport processes resulting in a thickness that is
dependent on the square root of the local strain rate (cf. [8]). For fires, Cox [9] gives estimates of
combustion properties in terms of velocity and length scales.

It has long been recognized within the numerical simulation community that it is not possible to
capture all the relevant length scales within the fire itself with field models. Instead, filtered trans-
port equations are used. Cox [9-10] gives details for time-filtered (Reynolds-Averaged-Navier-
Stokes, or RANS) equations, the most commonly used form for fire simulations. Another form is
Large Eddy Simulation, or LES, which employs a spatial-filtering technique (cf. [1l]). Implicit
LES filtering, i.e., allowing the discretization scheme to determine the lower length scales, has
been used in fire driven flows (cf. [5],[12]). Once filtered, both RAIWLES equations have
explicit terms representing the unresolved length and time scales that must be captured by models.

It should be obvious (but sometimes isn’t), that a necessary condition for modeling a process is an
understanding of it. For fires, it is necessary to understand the physical/chemical processes that
contribute to the fire sustenance/spread which includes time and length scale ranges between soot
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production and global radiative deposition. A partial non-dimensionalization is used in the next
section to review transport processes in fires, in particular buoyancy. In the interest of space, only
a very cursory review of chemical processes will be given. The implications for numerical simula-
tion follow, and concluding remarks are given.

Time and Lepgth Scales

Time and length scales in fires are shown in Fig. 1. The smallest scales in sooty, turbulent fires
that are of direct interest are those that contribute to thermal radiation, since radiative transport
couples this energy back into larger length scales including fhel pyrolysis/vaporization. Soot
grows from molecular length-scales O(nm) to O(100nm) in large fires (cf. [13,14]). Since contin-
uum approximations start at length scales on the order of 0( 100’s nm) depending on temperature
at ambient pressure [15], fundamentally, soot formation is a heterogeneous, non-continuum,
chemical process. Continuum representations, such as Arrhenius-rate-equation based kinetic sets,
must be considered as models for the real molecula-transport-processes.

The large end of the length scale range depends on application. For laboratory experiments, fire
sizes range from O(cm to m); for building fires from O(m to 10’s m); and for forest fires 0(0. lkm
to km’s). Another factor in determining the scale is if the primary interest is within the fire itself,
or in the fire-induced flow which can exceed fire length scales by several orders of magnitude. For
numerical simulation purposes, even if the interest is in the fire itself, often boundary conditions
are set at a considerable distance 0(3-10 diameters from the fire) to avoid errors [16]. Comparing
the small and large scales, it can immediately be concluded that a first principles description of
fires requires the coupling of some 6 to 10 or more orders of magnitude depending on the problem
of interest.

The time scales involved depend on the length scales and process rates. Non-continuum transport
is very rapid, due to high molecular velocities, typically on the order of 500 m/s at ambient tem-
perature and pressure [15]. Continuum velocities on the other hand are quite low, ranging from
0(0.1 mm/see to crnhec) at the fuel source (cf. [17]) up to 0( 10’s rn/see) at the top of a large
0(10’s m base) fire (cf. [18]).

I
Continuum transport processes are expressed in terms of conservation of mass, momentum (the
Navier-Stokes equations), energy and equations of state (cf. [19]). Dimensionless numbers are
obtained from non-dimensionalizing the equations (cf. [19,20]). However, for our purposes, we
wish to leave the equations in the form of a rate (l/see) so that characteristic time scales can be
identified. In this way, the transport equations can be thought of as parallel rate processes where
each term represents a competing rate process. The highest rate, i.e., shortest time scale, terms are
dominant. Details of the partial non-dimenionalization may be found in the appendix.

For momentum transport, the terms are:
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Comparing these terms, it can be seen that they have different length-scale dependencies. Thus,
each term dominates at a different length scale as shown in Fig. 1. At small scales, diffusion is
dominant because of the high molecular-velocities relative to the bulk velocities. Representative
values for viscous diffusion for air at 300 K and 2300 K are shown in Fig. 1. Molecular walk pro-
cesses which define diffusion are inefficient at larger length scales and bulk advection becomes
dominant. At still larger scales, buoyancy dominates. Since fire is a turbulent-mixing-limited
combustion-phenomena which has a spectrum of length-scales that is driven by radiation with its
Qwnlength scale spectrum from non-continuum soot emission to absorption at global application
scales, all length scales play a role in this coupled multi-physics/multi-length scale problem.
Therefore, while one process may dominate at a given length scale, it cannot be said that any one
of these terms dominates the entire coupled process over all length scales.

The advection to diffhsion ratio is the Reynolds number. In flames with fast chemistry, (Da >> 1)
the balance of these forces defines the width of the diffusion flame as a function of the imposed
velocity gradient across it. A two order of magnitude increase in imposed velocity will decrease
the flame thickness one order of magnitude until finite rate chemistry results in extinction. This
effect can be seen graphically in Fig. 1 by the noting the order of magnitude decrease in the length
scale of the point of intersection between the diffusion line at the flame temperature and advective
velocity lines with a two order of magnitude velocity difference. Flames are typically O(mm)
depending on the imposed strain. Above this length scale, advection and buoyancy dominate
transport processes.

The role of advection cannot be said to be well understood because its non-linem behavior is the
source of turbulent processes with their concomitant scale changing behavior, creating the broad
spectrum known as the ‘turbulent cascade’. However, the role of buoyancy has received much less
attention. Its role is perhaps best understood from the vorticity transport equations (curl of the
Navier Stokes equations). These equations maybe loosely thought of as transport equations for
rotational motion, since vorticity is twice a solid body rotation rate. The gravitational (hydrostatic
pressure) and local acceleration, (hydrodynamic pressure) terms survive the curl operation to
become explicit source terms for vorticity, as shown in the appendix. Here, both are collectively
termed baroclinic vorticity generation.The local acceleration can be important relative to the grav-
ity term when accelerations are high, as at the base of the fire [21].

An importfit point is that buoyancy expresses itself through vorticity generation. Since baroclinic
vorticity generation is the result of a misalignment of the density gradient with the local accelera-
tion field, it scales on this product. Therefore, vorticity will be generated at all density gradients
unless they are aligned with the local acceleration field. Experimental support for this view comes
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from measurements that show vorticity is found at the fire edge where density gradients are
located [22-23]. Vorticity will be generated at a length scale related to the density gradient length
scale. Due to turbulent mixing processes in afire, density gradients will exist across abroad spec-
trum of length scales from diffusive to integral scales of the turbulent eddies. Therefore, buoyancy
will express itself as vorticity over the same broad length scale spectrum. Experimental evidence
for this view caq be found in non-reacting buoyant plume data [24] which shows a -3 spectral
decay as opposed to a -5/3 spectral decay over a broad spectrum of length scales above diffusive
scales. It is shown [24] that the -3 spectral decay can be obtained from scaling the ratio of buoyant
and advective time scales.

It should be noted that the presence of vorticity does not imply the existence of a ‘coherent vor-
tex.’ On the other hand, the existence of a vorticity source-term in the bulk flow does not automat-
ically preclude amalgamation processes associated with vorticity transport (cf. [25]). In other . , “
words, the large rolling motions seen at the edge of large pool fires are likely due to baroclinic
vorticity generation proportional to the scale of the density gradient at the location of their gener-
ation, followed by roll-up or amalgamation [26]. Final proof of this view does not yet exist but to
the author’s knowledge no evidence exists to the contrary. What this picture suggests is that buoy-
ancy expresses itself over abroad range of length and time scales that are coincident with the tur-
bulent scale-changing processes. This view is distinctly different than the classical view that
buoyancy results in linear momentum at the largest length scales followed by a turbulence cascade
down to the smallest length scales.

Figure 1 shows two levels of the normalized density difference,(Ap/p), of 3 and 7. The first is
roughly representative of the long-time average centerline temperature (- 1200°K) difference with
ambient (-300”K). This gradient will exist over large length-scales in fires, since this temperature
difference is relatively constant over large portions of the fire [27]. The second is related to the
adiabatic flame temperature (-2300”K) and is an upper bound that exists only at small scales. The
presence of a flame zone does not imply net vorticity generation at scales larger than its density
gradients if the density of the fuel and air on either side are the same [28]. The total vorticity
across such a flame zone is zero and serves only to accelerate the flame sheet at scales correspond-
ing to the flame thickness (although turbulent instabilities can alias the induced velocity into
larger turbulent structures).

The buoyant time scale is related to the reciprocal of the Brunt-Viiisiila frequency (cf. [29]). It
can be seen in Fig. 1 for moderate velocities typical of fires, 0(1-3 mls), and a scaled density dif-
ferences of 3, advection is faster, i.e., shorter time scale at a given length scale, than buoyancy up
to 0(10 cm) length scales. At length scales larger than 0( 10 cm), buoyant time scales are shorter
than advection. Experimentally, it is found that fires become transitionally turbulent for 0( 10 cm)
base diameters and are fully turbulent at 0(1-3 meters) [20] consistent with the view that buoy-
ancy expresses itself as rotational motion that becomes intertwined with turbulent processes. The
ratio of the advective time scale to the buoyant time scale is the Richardson number.

Chemical time scales are dependent on temperature, composition, and specific reaction metrics
(i.e., activation temperature and preexponential factors). For a given chemical time scale, compar-
ison with the transport time scale in Fig. 1, establishes a Darnkohler number. Comparison can be
made to diffusive time scales or advective time scales. In general, the turbulence intensities in the
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small length-scale-spectrum in fires are low compared to jet flames in combustors [9] and have the
appearance of wrinkled flame sheets [26]. However, long chemical times may result either from
low temperatures or off-stoichiometric compositions. These conditions possibly occur in two
areas in large fires. 1) In the oxygen starved, vapor dome just above the fuel source, measurements
[30] indicate temperatures are on the order of 1000”K. At these conditions, kinetics calculations
indicate pyrolys$s reactions can occur but are fairly slow, of order tenth’s of seconds [26]. Thus, it
may be possible for pyrolysis to cause density gradients in the vapor domes of large fires. 2) The
large rolling structures at”the edge of large fires visually appear to end up filled with smoke, indi-
cating that some form of quenching has occurred that doesn’t not appear to be due to high turbu-
lence levels. Oxygen depletion of fuel rich eddies, perhaps followed by radiative cooling, is a
more reasonable hypothesis [26].

Implication to Numerical Simulation

The largest fire simulations run to date cover some two orders of magnitude in length scale[31]
involving single processor machines. Using a simple scaling for uniform node spacing requires

ten nodes per decade of resolved length scale. For three dimensions, this means 0(103) times the
existing compute power for new every decade of resolved length scale. From Fig. 1, as a mini-
mum, an additional factor of 10 increase in processor speed or number of processors is required to
capture the shorter time scales associated with the newly resolved length scales if the computa-
tions are to be done in the advective/buoyancy controlled regime. In the diffusion controlled
regime, capturing the time scales requires a factor of 100 increase for every decade resolved, and
the number of transport equations increase with the number of species that exist at the short time

scales. With massively parallel computing, involving 0(103 to 104)processors, it can reasonable
be expected that within the next several years to a decade, that an additional single decade of
length scales will be resolved. Thus, perhaps 3 out of 6 to 10 decades of length scale can be
resolved by discrete approximation of the conservation equations in the near future. Subgrid mod-
els consisting of engineering approximations to the closed form solutions of the conservation
equations over the remaining 3 to 7 decades of length scale, that are not being integrated numeri-
cally, will be required to obtain usable solutions within a fire. While it can be argued that ‘predic-
tive’ capability already exists in the engineering sense of the term, it will not exist in the scientific ‘
sense of the term until all scales are resolvable by integration of discrete approximations, or
closed form solutions are found.

Figure 1 provides a useful visualization of what processes can be captured in a given length scale
range. The graph can be divided into three length-scale regimes using two length-scale cut-offs.
(for example, imagine vertical lines at 10 cm and 10 m in Fig. 1, capturing two orders of magni-
tude). Above the larger cut-off, are length scales too large to be captured and these are represented
by boundary conditions in the simulation. Below the smaller cut-off, are lengths scales that have
to be modeled and these are represented as source or non-linear advection terms in the transport
equations. Implicit in the length scale cutoffs are time scale cutoffs corresponding to the time
scales of the transport processes at the cut-off length scales.

In the author’s opinion, within a fire, formal, explicit filtering of the transient equations of motion
should include both spatial and temporal filtering, since the transport processes involved are
linked in time and space, and small length scale processes (e.g., combustion creating density gra-
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clients creating buoyancy) are the source terms primarily responsible for driving the flow. To date
this rigor has not been applied to fire problems. RANS filters the time scales explicitly but implic-
itly assumes that all turbulent length scales are below the filter width and are therefore modeled.
Transient RANS implies that transients longer than the passage of a statistically significant num-
ber of the largest turbulent structures can be resolved. LES filters the spatial scales. However,
explicit temporql filters should be applied once discrete time steps are taken. In LES, explicit fil-
tering, not tied to the grid, should permit numerical error to be separated from modeling error as it
currently does in RANS by grid refinement studies.

Filtering also formally defines the length and time scales that require modeling. Graphically in
Fig. 1, modeling must be done for the region to the left of the lower cut-off (in the example given,
10 cm) for time scales below the Courant number based on the slowest velocity in the domain.
The filter may be thought of as defining the volume (area) and temporal integration ranges neces-
sary to obtain the mean value required for source (non-linear advection flux) terms in the filtered
transport equations. In general, the modeled processes are nonlinear (combustion, for example)
and therefore the distribution needs to be known within the integration ranges in order to capture
the non-linearity. This is the principle behind PDF methods in which the product of the variable
and its distribution function are taken before integration. In primitive variables, the distribution is
in time and space but can be transformed into any convenient variable space as long as the transfer
functions can be defined.

As an example for buoyancy, if LES calculations permitted the filter to be set at O (10 cm) resolu-
tion, then for most of the flow field in a large fire (i.e., velocities> 1 rids), Fig. 1 suggests that
buoyant processes are slower than advection processes over the modeled scales and perhaps of
secondary importance as a momentum transport process in a turbulent advection closure model.
All larger length scales than O (10 cm) would be resolved by the calculation. However, in a
RANS calculation for the same problem, all turbulence length scales would have to be included in
the model. Since it has been argued that buoyant effects are intertwined with turbulence through-
out the spectrum, one would expect that buoyant ‘production’ of turbulence would play a signifi-
cant role. While some attention has been paid to this fact [32-34], in most simulations only the
effects of flow stratification have been directly addressed by buoyant production terms [35].

Conclusions

For the purposes of numerical simulation, it is useful to think of transport processes as occurring
over time and length scales since these are the primitive variables over which numerical integra-
tion is taken. Partial non-dimensionalization of the transport equations is useful in identifying the
rate processes for a given length scale. The buoyancy time scale varies as the square root of the
length scale, advection varies linearly with length scale, and diffusion varies as the square of the
length scale. Buoyancy expresses itself via baroclinic vorticity generation as rotational motion
over a range of length scales from diffusional to global As a consequence, buoyancy becomes
intertwined with the turbulent cascade. ~

With current computational hardware, it is not possible to calculate all the relevant length and
time scales to practical applications involving fire, even with the new massively parallel comput-
ers that are being developed. For the foreseeable future, filtered transport equations with subgrid
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modeling will be required. By whatever filtering process one employs, one must have humble
expectations for the accuracy obtainable by numerical simulation with a problem that contains
important multi-physics/multi-length-scale coupling with up to 10 orders of magnitude in length
scale, if one can only capture two or three decades with first principles equations and the rest is
modeled.
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Appendix - Reference Length and Time Scales

The Navier-Stokes equations are:

For the purpose,,of non-dimensionalization, the following reference values are defined

+,
u = t/(uref), p’ = pmref), (p - pm)’ = (p – I&Mpref-pm)?

P’ = !M%?j)> ~’ = Pi(l’m), 2 = xWref), V’ = V(L,,f), t’ = t@.f

The reference values can be considered as local fire plume values where zrefcomparisons are

‘ being made at L.r,flength scales.

Substituting the reference values but leaving each term as a rate, i.e, units of I/time, gives:

:[$(P’J)I+*’V’”(P’22)’=
Pm

[v’P’] + Pref et+ (Prgf - bco)?[(,p p ~,1

- Lre~Urefprej
‘Zef Pref .Urefpref

m

From which one gets the following time-scaleflength-scale relations:

.
-ref -

()
~ Lref Advection

‘ref - ()
~ L;ef Diffusior

‘ref ‘ref

Using the advective time scale definition gives:

( Pref

)

1’2 1/2
L~ref - (p- - Pref)g ref Buoyancy

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Note that the same time scale definition for buoyancy comes from a sfmilar partial non-dimen-
sionalization of the vorticity transport equations (curl of the Navier-Stokes equations, see refer-
ence [36] for particular formulation) if the following additional reference scales are defined:

0.)’= qef, VP’ = (p ;:fp ~vP (6)
re M

The result is:

(7)[1+ $(a) + ‘ref[(2● V’)7 +&’(v’ ● 7)- (Z?Y● v’);] =
‘ref

‘ref ‘ref

~,+ (P~ef - P.)i Vf)’‘ref ~ref ,

‘;ef Pref
‘refPref [7x(1-~)%1

The last term is from the buoyancy term in the Navier-Stokes equations and is called the baro-
clinic vorticity generation term.
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Fig. 1- Time and Length Scales of Continuum Transport Processes Involved in Fires.
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